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The main purpose of this report is to evaluate the feasibility of intermediate station locations on
a high-speed railway, HSR, within Corridor West. The stations has been given. From Oslo to
Bergen/Stavanger and Stavanger to Bergen, four different routes are being considered:
1 Hallingdal route
2 Haukeli route
3 Numedal route
4 Coastal route
There are five different possible alignments on the routes.
D1 has a maximum design speed of 330 km/h, but the recommended maximum speed for
vehicles is 300 km/h. The maximum slope is 1.25‰, which enables freight transport.
D2 has a maximum design speed of 330 km/h, but the recommended maximum speed for
vehicles is 300 km/h. The maximum slope is 2.5‰, in shorter distances 3.5‰ is allowed.
Also more narrow miniradius is used. This unables freight transports.
In both D1 and D2, the minimum fastest journey time is 2h30, but possible to be reduced to
2 h15 depending on number of stops and final design.
2* is major upgrades achieving high-speed concepts on existing network to provide a step
change in journey times. In 2* alignment, the journey time is forecasted to 4h30.
B is an upgrade of existing network with a more offensive development of the current
infrastructure, with more improvements outside the “Intercity” area.
A is the reference case with a continuation of the current railway policy and planned
improvements.
In this study intermediate station locations has been evaluated in the D1 and D2 alignment.
They are both possible in every route, except for the Coastal route, where only D2 is
considered possible because of technical assumptions.
A few communities have in earlier phases been decided as interesting to evaluate further. The
feasibility study has mainly been based on technical assumptions.

Summery of the 1 Hallingdal route
Station location

Feasibility

Bergen

-

End-to-end station.

-

All the alignments reach the existing station in the center of
Bergen.

-

Two possible D1 and D2 alignments give two different
station locations: one in the city centre and one far south of
the center.

-

Both locations would be very close to the end-to-end
station Bergen.

-

Regional center and hub.

-

D1 and D2: High difficulties. Station on bridge/in tunnel.
Requires additional road system.

-

In a 2* alignment the station could be located close to the
present ski resort.

-

High tourism industry

-

Neither D1 or D2 are passing.

-

2* alignment is possible. Station location could be in
present locations. Would maintain the important connection
to the Flåmsbana railway.

-

Station location far from center

-

High technical difficulties with the possible station location.

-

Sparsely populated

-

Alignments passes south of center.

-

Suggested station location is close enough to serve both
Gol and Ål.

-

Possible hub for connecting busses to Hemsedal.

Nesbyen

-

Sparsely populated
Alignments passes the central part of Nesbyen

Geilo

-

D1 and 2*: station location near ski center north side.

-

D2: station location near ski center south side.

-

All locations demand connecting infrastructure to the

Arna

Voss

Finse and Myrdal

Gol

Ål

Nesbyen/Gol (between
the two communities)

community center

Hønefoss

-

City is a region center

-

D1: station location west of center.

-

D2: station location at present location or east of center.

-

2*: station location at present station.

Evaluation of route 2 Haukeli Bergen – Kongsberg
Station location

Feasibility

Haugesund

-

D1: station location in a tunnel underneath city center

-

D2: station location in a tunnel underneath city center, or
south in an expansion area.

Ølen

-

Central location possible in both D1 and D2.

Sauda

-

Station location is on the north side of city center in both
locations.

Jondal

-

Two station locations are possible, one on each side of the
fjord. Both locations are on bridges, which gives very high
technical difficulties. Additional road system needs to be
provided.

Odda

-

Station location would on a bridge. It would be technically
challenging, but possible.

Røldal

-

Station location possible if needed for operational reasons.
Area is otherwise very sparsely populated.

Haukeli

-

Station would be located in the community center.

Åmot

-

In both D1 and D2 a station would be located on a bridge.
This would give very high technical difficulties.

Seljord

-

Both alignments pass far south of community center. It is
therefore hard to find a good station location.

Bø

-

Station location is suggested outside city center to prevent
too immense impact.

Notodden

-

A station location would be south of present center.

Kongsberg

-

Station location in both alignments would be north of center
near university area.

Summery of the 3 Numedal route
Geilo

Veggli

Kongsberg

-

Station location would be far away from community center

-

There is lots of wetlands.

-

New roads to connect station with community center
would be needed.

-

Station location might be suitable for maintenance of
trains.

-

The area has a small population

-

Station location in both alignments would be north of
center near university area.

Summery of the Coastal route
Station location

Feasibility

Bergen

-

End-to-end station.

-

All the alignments reach the existing station in the center
of Bergen.

-

D1 and D2 passes the community very far away

-

Other kind of train system might possible, e g commuting
trains to Bergen.

Osøyro/Os

Sto1rd/Leirvik

Two locations are possible within the alignment:
-

a central underground, very central station

-

a more remote above ground station location

Underground station is more technically complicated.
Haugesund

Two station locations are possible:
-

one central located

-

one more remote in an expanding shopping center.

Stavanger

1.0

-

End-to-end station.

-

Alignment connects to the present station location.
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1

Project background

1.1

Assignment and previous phases

Jernbaneverket (JVB) has been commissioned to conduct a study to make recommendations
for the long-term strategies for the development of long-distance passenger transport in the
south of Norway. An important part of the assignment is a study of establishment of highspeed railway, HSR, in Norway. The assessment is carried out according to predefined
phases, where this report is a part of Phase 3:


In Phase 1, which was conducted for the first half of 2010, the purpose was to provide
an overview and representation of the knowledge at that time.



In Phase 2, there was an identification of the types of HRS systems that could be
relevant for Norwegian conditions. The main report explains and analyses
common issues and requirements, such as market analysis, evaluation of different
conceptual solutions, stop and drive pattern and speed standard.



In Phase 3, the analyses of areas necessary to investigate in order to confirm whether
a HSR is doable or not, are deeper than previous phases. This current Phase 3 will
make it possible to, in Phase 4, make a decision about the future planning of HSR.

1.2

Purpose

The main purpose of this report is to describe feasible intermediate station locations.
The task has been limited to preselected station locations for high-speed railway, HSR,
between the end-to-end markets-Bergen/Stavanger-Oslo.
The task is to generate and test ideas for future more concrete planning and design of station
positions for HSR. The assignment includes therefore no concrete planning.
The task does not include analyses concerning stop pattern or economic aspects. There will
be no recommendations of preferable station locations, since this is to be done in following
phases.

1.3

Method

The report is formed in four different stages:
1. Input from litterateur studies. Previous investigations and reports from phase 1 and 2 are
basic input in this phase.
2. Input from other documents, such as master plans and statistics.
3. Input from and consultation with other groups and experts within the project.
4. How well the different locations correspond to the decided criterion tells how well suited
these locations might be to host a station. Three levels of demand evaluation create a
simplified and yet easily comprehensive overview of how well the different stations
correspond to the demands.
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2

Delimitation

2.1

HSR - Corridor West

The corridor contains three connections that are being considered:
Bergen - Oslo
Stavanger - Oslo
Bergen – Stavanger
In these three connections four different routes are being considered:
1 Hallingdal route
2 Haukeli route
3 Numedal route
4 Coastal route
Oslo is the eastern end market. However, none of the routes reaches Oslo since the
surrounding traffic system (Ringeriksbanen) is investigated in another project. Therefore
Sandvika and Drammen are not evaluated in this report. This means that even though Oslo is
the actual end market, the eastern parts of the routes start in Hønefoss and Kongsberg.
Each alignment has an actual width of about 50 meters, allowing future adjustments to be
made.

Figure 1 All four routes in the Corridor west.
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2.2

Stations and Stop pattern

This report contains analyses of preferable intermediate station locations.
The report does not contain any identification of the stop pattern. The stop pattern has
however been considered in the evaluation of station locations in the sense of how close two
possible stations could be located.
It has not been possible, within the mission framework, to clarify the degree of integration
between high-speed traffic and other train services. The assessment is therefore such state
that intrusion and barrier effects are uncertain.
It is also likely that some departures might come to be direct trains from the end to end
stations, without stops on the way. Other departures might be regional trains and trains
suitable for commuting. These commuter trains are however not included into the HSR
system.
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3

Assumptions

The proposals for the location of stations between already settled endpoints (see figure 1) and
the station design are based on:

3.1

Technical assumptions

There are five different possible alignments on the routes.
D1 has a maximum design speed of 330 km/h. The maximum slope is 1.25‰, which
enables freight transport.
D2 has a maximum design speed of 330 km/h. The maximum slope is 2.5‰, in shorter
distances 3.5‰ is allowed. Also more narrow miniradius is used. This unables freight
transports.
In both D1 and D2, the minimum fastest journey time is 2h30, but possible to be reduced
to 2 h15 depending on number of stops and final design.
2* is major upgrades achieving high-speed concepts on existing network to provide a step
change in journey times. In 2* alignment, the design speed is 200km/h.
B is an upgrade of existing network with a more offensive development of the current
infrastructure, with more improvements outside the “Intercity” area.
A is the reference case with a continuation of the current railway policy and planned
improvements.
According to route studies following alignments are possible on each route:

Table 1 Possible alignments on each route.
Possible alignments on each route
Route

Alignment
D1

D2

2*

B

1 Hallingdal

X

X

X

X

2 Haukeli

X

X

3 Numedal

X

X

4 Costal

X

The report is based on the D-alternatives, D1 and D2, since no existing railway is to be found
in most of the area and that JBV has indicated that HSR with D alignment is to be prioritized.
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In 1 Hallingdal route both B and 2* alignment is possible due to the existing Bergen railway.
In this study intermediate station locations have been evaluated in the D1 and D2 alignment.
They are both possible in every route, except for the Coastal route, where only D2 is
considered possible due to technical assumptions.
Because of technical assumptions and a different target time, all communities with a present
station at existing Bergen railway (see 4.1) are estimated as possible station locations for the
2* alignment. Therefore no valuation of more preferable stations in the 2* alignment is needed
at this point.
The routes are designed to be as close to existing stations/agglomerations as technically
possible even if a HSR stop is not recommended at a community at this point. The possibility
of being able to connect to the HSR system in the future or to use other train systems on the
same tracks should not be excluded.
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4

Present Infrastructure System

The present infrastructure system and possibilities for public transport that connects the end to
end market in Corridor West, consists of railway, air transport, bus and ferry.
Table 2 Existing transport modes with travel time and no. services per day.
Existing transport modes
Destinations

Transports
Railway
(hours)

Services
per day

Air (direct,
hours)

Services
per day

Bus
(hours)

Services
per day

Ferry

Services
per day

Bergen-Oslo S

06:28

5

00:50

28

10.25

4

-

-

StgavangerOslo S

07:42

4

00:50

23

09.10

6

-

-

BergenStavanger

App 15 h

3

00:35

14

05:00

13

04:30

2

Table 3 Distribution between different transport modes.
Existing transport modes
Destinations

Total trips
(2010)

Air (%)

Classic
rail (%)

Car (%)

Bus (%)

Busines(
%)s

Leisure
(%)

Bergen-Oslo S

337 000

45

28

23

4

35

65

StgavangerOslo S

171 000

50

15

31

4

36

64

BergenStavanger

192 000

35

1

54

9

41

59
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Both figures below illustrates the large sparsely populated areas in the center of Norway and
the high concentration of population around Oslo. The centered population near the bigger
cities both reinforces the importance of the end-to-end market and explains the complexity of
finding travel demand at intermediate stations in between.
In terms of overall volumes of travel, Bergen-Oslo is significantly larger than other corridors,
followed by Trondheim-Oslo and Stavanger-Oslo. International experience suggests that high
volumes of travel generally produce the best economic / financial case for HSR routes,
suggesting that the Bergen-Oslo and Trondheim-Oslo corridors are most important.
The seasonal nature of the tourism market leads to variations in the demand. The tourism
industry is an important aspect of long-distance travel in Norway. The winter tourism market is
largely based on access to ski resorts. A summer tourism market, significant attracts travelers
in the coastal region, near Bergen and Fjordland.

Figure 2 Population density 2010. Market analysis Demand Forecasting Final Report, Atkins 2011.
Figure 3 Location of major ski resorts in Norway. Market analysis Demand Forecasting Final Report, Atkins 2011.
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Figure 4 Modified picture from JBV. Existing railway infrastructure in Norway together with connections with ferry,
air and bus traffic.

The illustration of the railway, ferry traffic and air traffic clearly shows the connections existing
today. Existing railway infrastructure is concentrated in the east region around Oslo and also
the south and west coast has transport system, and the Bergen railway connects the east and
west region further north. This structure could be directly translated to the population density,
and in some extent the travel demand, mainly created around the present infrastructure. It
could however also be the other way around, that is the existing travel demand could due to
the present infrastructure system.
The present traffic system does however not fully out show the desired demand for travels, but
instead the travel demand is created around the present infrastructure.
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The Bergen railway (Bergensbanen)
Today one can travel by the Bergen railway (Bergensbanen) train from Bergen to Oslo in 6h
28min with 11 stops en route. The journey is said to be spectacular and is a well known tourist
attraction. It is possible to go by train from Bergen to Stavanger, with a change in Drammen.
There are several stations along the Bergen railway, which has been taken out of service.
The stations still running along the Bergen railway are:
Table 4 Present stations at the Bergen railway.
Present train stations
Bergen

Finse

Vikersund

Arna

Ustaoset

Hokksund

Vaksdal

Geilo

Drammen

Dale

Ål

Asker

Voss

Gol

Lysaker

Mjølfjäll

Nesbyen

Oslo S

Myrdal

Flå

Hallingskeid

Hønefoss

A regular week day, there are 5 departures between to Bergen – Oslo S in each direction.
Between Bergen and Voss, there are commuter lines with 15 departures a regular week day.
The profile of the Bergen railway shows the great variety of mountains and fjords.

Figure 5 Present railway infrastructur, the Bergen railway, within the western corridor.( Illustrations from
http://snl.no/.bilde/Bergensbanen_%28kart_og_lengdeprofil%2
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5

Possible Station Locations

5.1

Possible Station Locations

Possible station locations have been suggested in earlier phases. These locations have been
studied and evaluated in this report. The stops have been suggested based on technical
demands. This does not mean these station locations are recommended since one needs to
include more perspectives, such as travel demand and economic impact, in order to get the
full picture of the consequences of such a location.
Bergen and Stavanger is the western end markets.
Oslo is the eastern end market. However, none of the routes reaches Oslo since the
surrounding traffic system (Ringeriksbanen) is investigated in another project. Therefore
Sandvika and Drammen are not evaluated in this report. This means that even though Oslo is
the actual end market, the eastern parts of the routes start in Hønefoss and Kongsberg.
The population estimations are based on the municipalities’ master plans. Some municipalities
lack of information considering population progress, and are therefore marked with NIA (no
information available). Myrdal has no inhabitants and hence no population growth. One
difficulty and possible source of error is that the analysis of population data in a 2024
perspective is based on the current road network. No account is taken to any improvement of
accessibility in the local road network.
The present and estimated population verify figure 2 and states there are a lot of sparsely
populated mountainous regions. Hønefoss, Kongsberg and Haugesund has high population,
and they are at the same time close to the biggest cities Bergen and Oslo. A large number of
possible station locations have seasonal tourism, which has to be taken in consideration
together with the rate of population.
For more information about the communities, see Memo, proposed communities in the
Hallindal and Numedal, Haukeli and Far west alignment, 2011-07-01.
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5.1.1

1 Hallingdal route

Table 5 Communities in the Hallingdal route possible for station location, and their poulation.
Possible communities in the Hallingdal route
Suggested station
locations

Inhabitants
municipality

Bergen

260 000

Inhabitants community
(in case it fidders from
the municipality)

Population progress
until year 2024
30 %

Arna, see Bergen
Voss

14 000

5500

1,3 %

Myrdal

177

0

-

Finse

1200

Geilo

4500

2300

NIA

Ål

4700

2300

Stable

Gol

4500

11 %

Nesbyen

3500

3%

Hønefoss

30000

Stable

-5%

In the Hallingdal route a 2* alignment is possible due to the Bergen railway. All communities
with a present station (see 4.1) are estimated as possible station locations for the 2*
alignment. Therefore no valuation of more preferable stations in the 2* alignment is needed at
this point.
5.1.2

2 Haukeli route

Table 6 Communities in the Haukeli route possible for station location, and their population.
Possible communities in the Haukeli route
Suggested station
locations

Inhabitants
municipality

Inhabitants community
(in case it fidders from
the municipality)

Population progress
until year 2024

Haugesund

34 000

ølen

8100

Etne

4000

9%

Sauda

4500

-15 %

Jondal

1000

6%

Odda

10 000

7000

-15 %

Haukeligrend

3600

500

6%

Åmot

3750

565

6%

Seljord

3000

1260

Stable

Bø

500

Notodden

12 400

9 200

Stable

Kongsberg

40 000

25 000

29 %

NIA
NIA

0,5%

Røldal, see Odda

13 %
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5.1.3

3 Numedal route

Table 7 Communities in the Numedal route possible for station location, and their population.
Possible communities in the Numedal route
Suggested station
locations

Inhabitants
municipality

Inhabitants community
(in case it fidders from
the municipality)

Population progress
until year 2024

Geilo

4500

2300

NIA

Veggli

1400

Kongsberg

40 000

5.1.4

- 5%
25 000

29 %

4 Coastal route

Table 8 Communities in the Coastal route possible for station location, and their population.
Possible communities in the Coastal route
Suggested station
locations

Inhabitants
municipality

Inhabitants community
(in case it fidders from
the municipality)

Population progress
until year 2024

Os

17 000

17 000

2%

Stord/Leirvik

17 500

12 %

Haugesund

34 000

NIA

Stavanger

124 000

21 %
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6

Aspects for potential station locations

The chosen station locations are based mostly technical assumptions. In case there has been
many optional location other aspect, such as closeness to major destinations (hospitals,
universities, shopping centers, ski center, etc) has min included in the feasibility study. In
some extent the municipal master plans have been regarded.
Greater destinations such as large work places, housing areas and regional hospitals should
have good access to the station location. Also it has been be considered weather the potential
station is a strategically important hub connecting with other transport modes or not.
Suggested station locations are compared to the municipal master plan and their intention
concerning future urban development. The focus has been on land claims, plan conflicts and
direct impact on the community planning as a result of the investigated routes and station
locations. The location of the station and changing facilities should be an attractive transfer
point and supports existing and potential functions in the area. Also the community´s future
industrial progress (industry, tourism, etc) is of importance in case it depends on train access.

7

Station access from the HSR and urban impact

7.1

Concept for station location and access

Three different approaches to passing of nearby communities can be described:
Center
It is possible for the route to pass straight through some communities. In those cases it is
important to consider how the community is supposed to develop. Is the long term strategy
to densify the city center, or to sprawl into the countryside? Is the town relying on far
distant travellers, or is it going to be more and more self-reliant? Also it must be possible
to have good communications to other transport systems as well as to have sufficient
services and space for bike parking and car parking. The station must not divide the
community so aggressively that it creates a barrier that transforms the community into an
unpleasant environment.
Outside
The link passes the periphery of some communities. If the link is to pass in the periphery
of a community one must regard if a stop there is important for the development of both
the railway and the community. If there are no plans of future urban development in the
area around the possible stop, or if the development is not of such extents that it motivates
a stop, it is preferable to intensify the connection between the community and the closest
stop of the HSR link in a nearby community. If the stop however is in line with the future
develop of housing, work and long distance travels, it could be a strategic decision to
place the stop in this expanding area.
Connected
If the link passes to far from a community to contribute to its future development it is
possible to make a sublink from the HSR. This would allow the high speed trains to pass
the community without a stop to maintain the time table. Ordinary trains that do not have
the same time saving demand can go from the HSR onto the sublink through the
community, make a stop there, and then continue the route on the HSR. This gives
possibilities to have both high speed trains for longer travellers as well as ordinary trains
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for more local or regional travellers. A sublink is however very expensive and the travel
demand must be sufficient to support this solution. Also this solution must be done in such
a way that the high speed system is not disturbed by slower trains.

Figure 6 Three different concepts of station location. The station can have different impact on a community due to
its location. In the Outside alternative, the question mark symbolizes the uncertainty of whether at station is
desirable or not.

Which one of these three options that is to be preferred has partly to do with how may stops
the high speed train can do without losing its efficiency. Partly it is due to the assumed future
development of the communities, and with that the future need for a station. It is in this stage
of the process too early to decide which solution that should be used on the different scenes.
It is however important to think ahead and make correct assumptions of future traveling as
much as possible, and not to focus on the present situation. Therefore the different
possibilities of creating access from the railway should be taken in consideration and creating
more possible routes.

7.2

Station location impact on urban planning

A main objective of HSR is to reduce the environmental impact of the transport sector.
Through faster and more comfortable journeys and interchanges a shift from car and flight to
train is expected. This means that future train travel need to adapt to new customers, which
gives high demands on simplicity and speed in a well-functioning and transparent station
environment. Also services close to the station is important to create attractivety and urban
development.
Depending on which concept for station location that is chosen different approaches
concerning the urban planning will be needed.
In the A scenario, the station will be yet another destination in the city center, along with for
instance hospital, library and larger work places. The station will stimulate surrounding
activities and business and it is therefore not necessary for immense services within the
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station area. Access to public transport and well developed pedestrian and bicycle systems
are of importance, while the access of the car might have to get lower priority,
In the B scenario the station, located outside the city, creates an external destination and with
that a need for fast and simple connections between the station and both the city and
surrounding regional markets. The station could, due to its external location, support not only
the nearest community but also other communities that will be closer to the station than if it
was located more central.
It is desirable that the station in this case supports an already ongoing urban development of
the community. Even though it might not be possible to develop housing areas close to the
station due to the impact of for instance unhealthy noise, the area close to the station might be
attractive to business and commercial services. With such a development it is in the long term
possible to heal the gap between the station and the city and create a natural urban
expansion.
The C scenario resembles of the A scenario, and is the opposite to the B scenario. The urban
development should in this case not reach the HSR railway since this might create a conflict
between the urbanization and the railway. The area between the city and the HSR railway will
therefore be a buffer zone.
A station contributes in either way to an urban development. Due to the station location
different urban expansions is to be expected and it is important to have a careful but assertive
planning in order to reach the full potential of the station.

8

Station design

In earlier phases different station design solutions has been reviewed and valuated. In phase
3, four categories for station designs have been used in the discussion of possible station
locations. After deciding which communities that might be suitable for at station, more detailed
solutions for the station design must be studied.
Category 1, C1 - Terminal main station. It has the greatest capacity with 4+ platforms an
suggested number of 1000 park spaces. This is mainly used as an end station.
Category 2, C2 - Main through station. It has 3-4 platforms and approximately 500 car park
spaces. This station is more spacious than category 3, and that should be taken into
consideration when deciding which station design to apply.
Category 3, C3 – Simple intermediate station. It has 2 platforms and 100 car park spaces.
Category 4, C4 – Station within tunnel. This is a complex station with 2 platforms.
The number of suggested car park places must be adapted to each situation, and might
therefore increase or decrease depending on the demand. This could be related to which
concept for station location that is chosen (see 7.1), where a more semi located station might
attract more car travelers that a more central located station would.
The platforms for HSR are to be 400 m long. The station area will be at least 1000 m long,
enabling the trains to accelerate and decelerate to the platform.
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The width of a station is always difficult to estimate before it is more in detail calculated how
many passengers there will be on the platforms at the same time depending on the stop
pattern, and what kind of services there might be on or next to the platforms.
The categories could also be estimation for the station cost. Category 4 is the most expensive
one, due to its complexity. It is followed by category 1, then category 2 and finally category 3.
It is however not certain that the above ground design always follows this pattern. Due to
surrounding factors such as land value, present buildings or such, category 1 could be less
costly than i.e. category 2.

Figure 7 Concept for end station

Figure 8 Concept for intermediate

Figure 9 Concept for smaller station

station.

In the design of a station it is important to have a hole-journey-perspective. One must bear in
mind that a train passenger always needs to continue the journey before and after the train
travel. Thus, the design of a station should have a strong focus on short transfer times in order
to become an attractive nod. The transfer time is of very high importance for train passengers,
and the distance and easiness of the transfer between train and some other traffic system is
closely related to travel demand.
A station within a touristic area should have a capacity of larger travel demand during shorter
or longer periods of time, such as greater holidays or seasonal changes. The demand for swift
and effective transfers is not as high for tourist travellers, but the need for clear directions and
signs is high.
Connecting other kinds of infrastructure to the station is very important in order to supply the
station with sufficient travellers, and to be able to use the station's full potential. Connecting
public transport systems, good conditions for cycling, and parking space for both temporary
and more long-term parking (such as commuter parking) are important prerequisites for the
station to be effective. In a sustainable future we depend on public transport, cyclists and
pedestrians. Thus the conditions for a pleasant and effective journey should be highly
regarded in the station design. Safety, short distances and sufficient bicycle parking are
important adjacent to the station. The area closest to the station should be devoted for
pedestrians, bicyklers and public transport travelers. A car park should be located beyond
these areas (see figure 10).
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Figure 11 Example of HSR a smaller station in

Figure 10 Example of station design for HSR in an semi

Arcachon (Bordeaux), France.

location

Below is an example of how the amount of travelers in percentage could look like to and from
a station area. This could be used together with travel demand to estimate number of travelers
within each travel mode and the space and services needed close to the station. This
indicates how grate the impact on surroundings around station area and the future urban
planning that might be to expect in different communities. Also the station location will
contribute to the impact, see chapter 7.2.
Each community and its station have its own characteristics and will therefore need its own
investigation to clarify the local conditions.
Table 9 Example of amount of travellers to and from a station area. Approximation from Swedish national travel
survey
Amount of travellers within a station area
Community size

Transportation modes
Pedestrian and
bicycle (%)

Car (%)

Taxi (%)

Public
transport (%)

Large
community

20-30

10-15

10-15

45-50

Medium
community

20-30

35-45

5-10

20-25

Small
community

15-25

50-55

5-10

15-20

25
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Feasibility study of station location

9.1

1 Hallingdal route

Table 10 Feasibility summery of station locations in 1 Hallingdal route

Summery of the 1 Hallingdal route
Station location

Feasibility

Bergen

-

End-to-end station.

-

All the alignments reach the existing station in the center of
Bergen.

-

Two possible D1 and D2 alignments give two different
station locations: one in the city centre and one far south of
the center.

-

Both locations would be very close to the end-to-end
station Bergen.

-

Regional center and hub.

-

D1 and D2: High difficulties. Station on bridge/in tunnel.
Requires additional road system.

-

In a 2* alignment the station could be located close to the
present ski resort.

-

High tourism industry.

-

Neither D1 or D2 are passing.

-

2* alignment is possible. Station location could be in
present locations. Would maintain the important connection
to the Flåmsbana railway.

-

Station location far from center.

-

High technical difficulties with the possible station location.

-

Sparsely populated.

-

Alignments passes south of center.

-

Suggested station location is close enough to serve both
Gol and Ål.

-

Possible hub for connecting busses to Hemsedal.

Arna

Voss

Finse and Myrdal

Gol

Ål

Nesbyen/Gol (between
the two communities)
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Nesbyen

-

Sparsely populated.
Alignments passes the central part of Nesbyen.

Geilo

-

D1 and 2*: station location near ski center north side.

-

D2: station location near ski center south side.

-

All locations demand connecting infrastructure to the
community center.

Hønefoss

-

City is a region center.

-

D1: station location west of center.

-

D2: station location at present location or east of center.

-

2*: station location at present station.

Figure 12 The Hallingdal route with the three alignments.

The 1 Hallingdal route is possible with all the three alignments D1, D2 and 2*.
In the 2* alignment all stations along the present Bergen railway would be recommended to
remain. In those locations that all three alignment alternatives are possible, also station
location and design are mentioned in the 2* alignment. Remaining station locations along the
existing Bergen railway in a 2* alignment will not be evaluated in this report.
Between D1 and D2 in the matter of a potential station location, the location could differ
considering station location type and station design category due to the different details in the
alignment.
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Bergen
Bergen is one of Norway’s largest cities and one of the three end-to-end stations in HSR
system. All the alignments reach the existing station in the center of Bergen. It will be a station
location type Center and a station design C1, since this is an end station.

Figure 13 Bergen in the Hallingdal route. The end-station will be the same location regardless of
which alignment that is to be chosen.
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Figure 14 Bergen with D1 alignment

Figure 15 Bergen with D2 alignment

Figure 16 Bergen with 2* alignment
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Arna
The Arna region has about 12 600 inhabitants, and the regional market reaches Bergen. It
takes seven minutes to Bergen via existing Ulriks tunnel. Arna is considered to be a suburb of
Bergen, and there is a lot of commuting between the two cities. There is a freight terminal in
Arna Valley. The Bergen municipality aims for a strong junction development in seven nods,
and Arna is one of these seven.
For the route in the Hallingdal/Numedal a potential location for a stop would be far south of
Arna center. A station in the Arna region would also lie close to Bergen.

Figure 17 Arna with two different station locations depending on where the alignment will be
located.
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Figure 18 Arna with D1 alignment

Figure 19 Arna with D2 alignment

Figure 20 Arna with 2* alignment
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Voss
Vossevangen is the administrative center of Voss municipality in western Norway and is
located about 100 km east of Bergen. Vossevangen has about 5500 inhabitants, Voss
municipality has about 14 000 inhabitants. Voss is a regional center and transport hub, with
several regional functions and a diverse job market. Both summer and winter tourism is very
important for the community. Some people commute, mainly to Bergen. E16 from Bergen to
Oslo goes through large parts of the municipality. During 2013 E16 will be rebuilt in a tunnel
past Vossevangen. In 2001 there was an opening for the faster trains between Oslo and
Bergen, which led to shorter travel time to Bergen and Oslo.
If a D1 or D2 alignment is required there are great difficulties in getting at good station location
in Voss. The station would be located on the south side of the valley, partly on a bridge and
partly inside the mountain. It would require a lot of connecting infrastructure to create access
to the station. For both D1 and D2 alignment, it will be a station location type Outside and
station design C2.
In a 2* alignment the station could be located close to the present ski resort and by that
support the development of the tourism in Voss. It will be a station location type Center and
station C3.

Figure 21 Vossevanger with two different station locations depending on chose of alignment.
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Figure 22 Vossevanger with D1 alignment

Figure 23 Vossevanger with D2 alignment

Figure 24 Vossevanger with 2* alignment
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Finse and Myrdal
Both Finse and Myrdal have very low amount of inhabitants. They have however a significant
tourist industry in this area. Finse station is the highest located station on the Bergen railway,
and Myrdal has a connection to the popular Flåmsbana railway.
Neither of these communities will be passed by a HSR railway, and if a D1 och D2 alignment
is required it is therefore impossible to have a station at neither location. In a 2* alignment
both Finse and Myrdal will more or less keep the station locations that they have today at the
existing Bergen railway. This would maintain the important connection to the Flåmsbana
railway.

Figure 25 Finse and Myrdal with the three alignments. Finse and Myrdal will only be reached with
the 2* alignment.
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Figure 26 Finse and Myrdal with the D1 alignment (not beeing
reached)

Figure 27 Finse and Myrdal with the D2 alignment (not beeing
reached)

Figure 28 Finse and Myrdal on the 2* alignment
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Geilo
The local market in Geilo is fairly low with about 2300 inhabitants. The regional market
reaches Ål. Geilo is however mainly known as a ski resort and has a major tourist industry
(mainly winter tourism) with about 500 seasonal workers. The city has an existing railway
station at the Bergen railway, and high way 7 and road 40 passes. The master plan indicates
future densification and expansion of the city, as well as a number of projects along the two
main roads.
With the Hallingdal route, the station would be located close to city center, and almost in the
middle of a major ski center. This would gain the tourism industry greatly.
In a D1 and 2* alignment, the suggested station will be located in the middle of a major ski
center, on a hill side right before the alignment enters the mountain in a tunnel. This would
also gain the tourism industry greatly. The suggested station is a location type Center or
nearly Outside, since the station requires good transport connections to the city center. The
suggested location has great potential of urban development since the area is well visited
today. The suggested station design is a C2 and a possible new center area for other
functions and services.
In a D2 alignment, the suggested station will be located in the south part of Geilo, on the
opposite side of Utsedalsfjorden from the city center and the existing station. The station
would be located near a more minor ski center. The suggested station is a location type
Center or nearly Outside, since the station requires good transport connections to the city
center. The suggested location has good potential of urban development since the area has
quite a few visitors today. The suggested station design is a C2.

Figure 29 Geilo with both the Hallingdal and Numedal routes. Possible station locations are shown on the
Hallingdal route.
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Figure 30 Geilo on the Hallingdal D1 alignment.

Figure 31 Geilo on the Hallingdal D2 alignment

Figure 32 Geilo on the Hallingdal 2* alignment
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Nesbyen, Gol and Ål
Nesbyen, Gol and Ål are all within the same region and have influence on each other’s
development. From Nesbyen to Gol the distance is 21 km and from Gol to Ål the distance is
26 km, which means that they are within each other’s regional markets. After this assumption,
the evaluation of these communities has been made all at once, in order to find out if the
region requires a station, and in that case where the best location would be.
The number of inhabitants in each municipality varies: 2300 (Ål), 4500 (Gol) and 3500
(Nesbyen). Even though there are some local industries, such as DEFA in Nesbyen, the
strongest industry and focus for development is tourism. Ål has a hospital. In Gol passes high
way 50, E16, 52 and 7. High way 7 also passes Nesbyen and Ål, and each community has a
station on the Bergen railway.
With a location in Gol both inhabitants from Nesbyen and Ål can reach it within a reasonable
distance. It is however very difficult to find a suitable station location in Gol because of
technical parameters. The possible station would be located at the south hillside and not be
connected to Gol. It is also difficult to get the station above ground, and it is more likely it
would be positioned inside the mountain. This would not gain Gol, and diminish the stations
attractiveness. In Nesbyen it is possible to establish a new station at existing station location.
This would however not gain Gol or Ål enough to support this station. Instead a station would
be possible to situate between Nesbyen and Gol. Due to the technically possible station
location and the benefit of a station, the entire Nesbyen/Gol/Ål region would gain from this
station location.
In all alignments (D1 and D2), a station location type Outside and a station design type C3 are
suggested. This station requires extensive connecting infrastructure, and might therefore need
more parking spaces that the 500 estimated (see chapter 8). Bus connections going north that
today start in Gol is suggested to start at the new station to minimize the number of transport
mode changes. In a wider perspective and future urban development a station location type C
could be included in an expanding community structure.
Also improved bus connection service between Ål, Gol, Nesbyen and Hemsedal would be an
optional improvement of the transport system that would gain all communities and contribute
to future development.

Figure 33 Nesbyen, Gol and Geilo with the suggested stastion
location
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Figure 34 Station location on the D1 alignment

Figure 35 Station locations on the D2 alignment

Figure 36 Station locations on the 2* alignment
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Hønefoss
Hønefoss is a central community in eastern Norway, about 20 kilometers north of Oslo, and
has about 15000 inhabitants. The municipality has about 30 000 inhabitants. The community
has strategical potential with fairly good connecting traffic systems, such as major roads and
Bergen railway. Hønefoss is to be improved and even more established as a commercial,
cultural and service center for the region, but also as an attractive housing area. Hønefoss has
a lot of projects running, both housing and commercial developments. These will be situated
within or near by the city center. The city council aims for future business development near
the city center in order to densify the city.
Hønefoss has a relatively high population, (aprox 15 000 people). About 1/3 are commuting to
the Oslo or Drammen region, and the need for good transportation between the regions is
therefore high. Well developed connecting traffic system provides good conditions for turning
Hønefoss into at future transport hub. The community is a center for the region, and the
master plan indicates future growth and development.
In a D1 alignment the suggested location is a type Outside that could also be connected with
existing railway and will require that surrounding infrastructure is extensive. In a D2 alignment,
a suggested station is located at either the present station location or further east nearby a
shopping center. The station would in this case be of type Center. Both locations would be of
station design C2. With a 2* alignment the station would be situated at the present station
location.

Figure 37 Hønefoss with the suggested station locations.
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The following three
illustrations only show the
alignment within this
project. The connection
towards Oslo,
Ringeriksbanen, is within
another project.

Figure 38 Hønefoss on the D1 alignment

Figure 39 Hønefoss on the D2 alignment

Figure 40 Hønefoss on the 2* alignment
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9.2

2 Haukeli route

Table 11 Feasibility summery of station location in the Haukeli route.
Evaluation of route 2 Haukeli Bergen – Kongsberg
Station location

Feasibility

Haugesund

-

D1: station location in a tunnel underneath city center.

-

D2: station location in a tunnel underneath city center, or
south in an expansion area.

Ølen

-

Central location possible in both D1 and D2.

Sauda

-

Station location is on the north side of city center in both
locations.

Jondal

-

Two station locations are possible, one on each side of the
fjord. Both locations are on bridges, which gives very high
technical difficulties. Additional road system needs to be
provided.

Odda

-

Station location would on a bridge. It would be technically
challenging, but possible.

Røldal

-

Station location possible if needed for operational reasons.
Area is otherwise very sparsely populated.

Haukeli

-

Station would be located in the community center.

Åmot

-

In both D1 and D2 a station would be located on a bridge.
This would give very high technical difficulties.

Seljord

-

Both alignments pass far south of community center. It is
therefore hard to find a good station location.

Bø

-

Station location is suggested outside city center to prevent
too immense impact.

Notodden

-

A station location would be south of present center.

Kongsberg

-

Station location in both alignments would be north of center
near university area.
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Figure 41 Haukeli route
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Haugesund
The population in Haugesund is 34 000 people. The majority of the people live in the center of
the community. Haugesund region has about 100 000 inhabitants. The biggest industries in
Haugesund are within shipping, electronics, metal industry, commerce, gas and computer
science. Haugesund airport is about 10km from Haugesund city. The highway E 134 starting
in Haugesund leads to Oslo and E39 14km out of Haugesund leads to Bergen and Stavanger.
E 39 is the coastal high way. There are several ferries and boats going to Stavanger, Bergen,
Utsira etc.
Haugesund is an important regional center and suitable for a station. The northern location is
in a tunnel underneath the city center, enabling a very central station close to e.g. hospital and
university. It would be a station location type Center and a station design C4. The southern
location is in an area of ongoing expansion with shopping and workplaces and could
contribute to the areas future growth. The station location is a type Outside but a possible
Center in a longer perspective. The station design is C2.

Figure 42 Station locations on each alignment
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Figure 43 Haugesund on D1 alignment

Figure 44 Haugesund on D2 alignment
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Ølen
Ølen is sparsely populated, but lies within reasonable distance from, Etne and Bjoa. Ølen has
good access north to Bergen via ferry lines, good connection south to Vindafjord (Sandeid).
The municipality has a variety in minor industries, where the slaughter house Fatland Abattoir
is the largest privately-owned slaughterhouse in the country. High way E134 passes the
community. Busses from east, south and west passes the city and has connections to north
via ferry lines.
With even more improved connections to nearby communities Ølen has a potential to grow
and develop. The station location is type Center and station design C3.

Figure 45 Ølen on the Haukeli alignment
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Figure 46 Ølen on the D1 alignment

Figure 47 Ølen on the D2 alignment
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Sauda
Sauda has a population of about 4 500 inhabitants. The industry in Sauda is focused on
power supply and metallurgical industry. Sauda is also a winter destination with easy access
to skiing areas very close to the town center. Sauda has a remote location with limited traffic
system. Minor roads connect the community to the east and south. Fast daily boat services
connect Sauda to Stavanger, and a daily bus service connects Sauda to Odda, Bergen and
some other towns in the area.
Sauda is considered to have a strategically good location on the west coast with access to
water transportation down to Stavanger. With improved connections Sauda has therefore a
potential to grow and develop. The station location is type Center, and station design C3.

Figure 48 Sauda on the Haukeli route.
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Figure 49 Sauda on the D1 alignment

Figure 50 Sauda on the D2 alignment.
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Jondal
It is technically very difficult to find a station location near Jondal. The alignment runs from a
tunnel through the mountain directly on to a high bridge. The station would have to be built on
the bridge, which could support both train and car transport. In this case road system would
have to be developed, connecting Jondal to the bridge and nearby housing areas.
It has also been considered having an intermediate stop on the opposite side of
Hardangerfjorden, in Kvam municipality between Innstranda and Tørvikbygd. Also here, the
technical difficulties are immense, and the station would have to be situated in the mountain or
on a bridge.

Figure 51 Jondal close to the alignments. No station suggested.
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Figure 52 Jondal close to the D1 alignment

Figure 53 Jondal close to the D2 alignemnt
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Odda
Odda municipality has a population of about 10 000 inhabitants of which about 7 000 people
live in the center of Odda. Odda is known as a center for heavy industry, such as production of
hydro power plant, calcium carbide plant and cyanide plant. Road 13, and two minor roads, nr
550 and 55, passes through Odda. Ferries are an important part of the traffic system.
It is technically difficult to find a good station location near Odda. A possible location would be
on a bridge over the valley and would be of station design type C4 and type Outside. This is
technically difficult but possible, and the station would be spectacular with views over the fjord
and glacier and be a new landmark.

Figure 54 Odda on the two alignments
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Figure 55 Odda on the D1 alignment

Figure 56 Odda on the D2 alignment
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Røldal
Røldal is a community in the Odda municipality. The community has about 400 inhabitants,
and the major industries are within tourism and service. Røldal is situated in the crossing
between road E134, 520 and 13. In a Y-system, Røldal would be in the center of the junction
between the connected alignments. A stop here would be necessary for operational reasons
in case a changing point is required in order to go between the different end-to-end markets.

Figure 57 Røldal on the Haukeli route. No station suggested.
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Figure 58 Røldal on the D1 alignment. No suggested station.

Figure 59 Røldal on the D2 alignment. No suggested station.
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Haukeligrend
The village of Haukeli, Haukeligrend, situated in Vinje municipality, is a small village with less
than 500 inhabitants, and about 3 600 inhabitants the municipality. Tourism is important, and
there are about 4000 cabins in the municipality. There is a great ski resort north of the
community, and one can reach the community Hovde within 30min drive south. Haukeli is
situated in the junction between E134, national road nr 9 and minor road nr 362. E134
connects Haukeli with Haugesund in the far west and Drammen (and Oslo) to the east.
National road nr 9 starts in Haukeli and heads down towards the south. There is no railway or
airport close to Haukeli.
Haukeligrend has a fairly good strategical location, at a crossroad in four different directions.
Haukeligrend is also the last outpost before entering the mountainous national park of
Hardangervidda. A station would be of location type Center and station design type C2. The
station could have impact of the urban development and become a new center in the region
with other functions.

Figure 60 Haukeligrend on the Haukeli route.
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Figure 61 Haukeligrend on the D2 alignment

Figure 62 Haukeligrend on the D1 alignment
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Åmot
The population in Åmot is low. Tourism is primarily concentrated to winter sports. In the
surrounding areas many skiing areas are located and there are about 4000 cabins in the
municipality. The master plan indicates that the whole city center is under reconstruction with
hotels, new bus terminal, shopping areas and two housing developments.
There would be great difficulties finding a technically good location in Åmot. The station would
have to be built on a bridge and connecting traffic system would have to be developed.

Figure 63 Åmot on the Haukeli route
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Figure 64 Åmot on the D1 alignment

Figure 65 Åmot on the D2 alignment
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Seljord
The community has about 1 200 inhabitants. Tourism is important and is primarily
concentrated on summer events. Seljord is situated on the crossing between road E134 and
national road 36, creating good transport conditions to Oslo and Bergen. There are also daily
express buses linking Seljord with the major towns.
There are great technical difficulties in finding a good station location in Seljord. Potential
station is located 6-7 km from city center, and would therefore mean a station location type
Connecting with connecting infrastructure as a prerequisite.

Figure 66 Seljord at the Haukeli route. No station suggested.
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Figure 67 Seljord at D2 alignment

Figure 68 Seljord at D1 alignment
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Bø
Bø municipality has a population of approximately 5 600 inhabitants. The community hosts a
campus belonging to the University of Telemark. The railway line connecting Kongsberg (and
Drammen and Oslo) with the southwest of Norway passes through Bø, offering connections to
many of Norway’s large towns/cities in the south. High way 36 and minor road passes the
community.
Bø is a potential traffic system hub, which could connect the HSR system with existing
systems, especially to a railway to the south coast line. It is however depending on weather a
southern route with HSR is to be or not, in which case the systems would overlap each other.
A station location would be type Center and station design C3, and located north of the city
center in order to prevent too much impact from noise and vibrations.

Figure 69 Bø at the Haukeli alignment
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Figure 70 Bø at the D1 alignment

Figure 71 Bø at the D2 alignment
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Notodden
Notodden municipality has a population of 12 400, and about 9 200 of these live in Notodden.
Notodden has a train station which connects the community to Skien. Notodden is a center for
commerce and service, with new businesses within manufacturing as well as mechanical and
environmental technology. Also tourism is important. A local airport provides flights to Bergen.
Express busses go to Kongsberg/Drammen/Oslo and other busses to Haugesund via Haukeli.
Notodden has a regional hospital.
A station in Notodden would have to be located south of the community. Notodden is fairly
populated, but also close to the more major city Kongsberg. A station I Notodden would
however naturally be a way to develop the community.

Figure 72 Notodden at the Haukeli alignment. No station suggested.
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Figure 73 Notodden at the D1 alignment

Figure 74 Notodden at the D2 alignment
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Kongsberg
Kongsberg municipality has about 40 000 inhabitants, and Kongsberg community about 25
000 inhabitants. Kongsberg is Norway's oldest industrial city. The city is known for its skiing,
high tech industries, and has college and university. Road E134 (east-west) and 40 (northsouth) passes Kongsberg. Train number 450 is for commuting between Kongsberg - Oslo S Gardermoen – Eidsvoll, and there are express buses to Oslo/Drammen. The municipality aims
to increase the use of public transport, rail way included. Routes for new rail will be
incorporated in the municipal plan as soon as possible.
With both D1 and D2, the station location would be within the university area. This provides a
high potential for further urban development and could become a new center in the area with
possibilities for other functions.
Both alignments would require a station location type Center, and a station design C2.

Figure 75 Kongsberg with both the Haukeli and Numedal alignment. Sugested station location is
the same in both routes.
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Figure 76 Kongsberg at the D2 alignment

Figure 77 Kongsberg at the D2 alignment
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9.3

3 Numedal route

Table 12 Feasibility summery of suggested station location in the 3 Numedal route.

Summery of the 3 Numedal route
Station location

Feasibility

Geilo

-

Station location would be far away from community center.

-

There is lots of wetlands.

-

New roads to connect station with community center
would be needed.

-

Station location might be suitable for maintenance of
trains.

-

The area has a small population.

-

Station location in both alignments would be north of
center near university area.

Veggli

Kongsberg
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Figure 78 Numedal route. Numedal combines in north with Hallingdal route.
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Geilo
The population in Geilo is fairly low with about 2300 inhabitants. It is not too far away from Ål
community. Geilo is however mainly known as a ski resort and has a major tourist industry
(mainly winter tourism) with about 500 seasonal workers. The city has an existing railway
station at the Bergen railway, and high way 7 and road 40 passes. The master plan indicates
future densification and expansion of the city, as well as a number of projects along the two
main roads.
With the Numedal alignment the station would be located far from the city center and be too
remote to contribute to the development of the community. The surrounding area has a high
amount of wetlands, and a new station would require a highly developed road transport
system. But Geilo is in a broader perspective a strategically good location for the region. The
station location will be of type Connection and be depending on good connecting
infrastructure. The station would be of design C2 if put on the eastern hillside, or a C3 if put
inside the mountain nearby road 40.

Figure 79 Geilo with both Numedal and Hallingdal route. Station suggested at the Numedal route.
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Figure 80 Geilo at the Numedal D1 alignment.

Figure 81 Geilo at the Numedal D2 aligment.
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Veggli
Veggli community has about 300 inhabitants. The regional with Rollag municipality reaches
around 1500 people. The valley of Numedalen is sparsley populated along the entire route.
Veggli and Rollag municipality are, with their locations in the middle of the valley and next to
high way 40, a possible center for gathering the population in the Numedalen area. The
master plan indicates that they work for having a high speed railway with a regional stop
somewhere in the municipality. This would contribute to a growing center in Veggli and make it
possible to develop retail and services for passing traffic (house guests and tourists) and
residents.
Veggli, positioned between the far off communities Kongsberg and Geilo, could serve as a
stop for maintenance of the rail traffic. The station design would be C3 and station location
type Center.

Figure 82 Veggli
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Figure 83 Veggli at the D1 aligment

Figure 84 Veggli at the D2 aligment
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Kongsberg
Kongsberg
Kongsberg municipality has about 40 000 inhabitants, and Kongsberg community about 25
000 inhabitants. Kongsberg is Norway's oldest industrial city. The city is known for its skiing,
high tech industries, and has college and university. Road E134 (east-west) and 40 (northsouth) passes Kongsberg. Train number 450 is for commuting between Kongsberg - Oslo S Gardermoen – Eidsvoll, and there are express buses to Oslo/Drammen. The municipality aims
to increase the use of public transport, rail way included. Routes for new rail will be
incorporated in the municipal plan as soon as possible.
With both D1 and D2, the station location would be within the university area. This provides a
high potential for further urban development and could become a new center in the area with
possibilities for other functions.
Both alignments would require a station location type Center, and a station design C2.

Figure 85 Both Haukeli and Numedal routes visible. Kongsberg has the same suggested station
location at both routes.
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Figure 86 Kongsberg at D1 alignment

Figure 87 Kongsberg at D2 alignment.
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9.4

4 Coastal route

In 4 Coastal alignment D2 is possible.

Table 13 Feasibility summery of suggested station location in the Coastal route.

Summery of the Coastal route
Station location

Feasibility

Bergen

-

End-to-end station.

-

All the alignments reach the existing station in the center
of Bergen.

-

D1 and D2 passes the community very far away

-

Other kind of train system might possible, e g commuting
trains to Bergen.

Osøyro/Os

Stord/Leirvik

Two locations are possible within the alignment:
-

a central underground, very central station.

-

a more remote above ground station location.

Underground station is more technically complicated.
Haugesund

Stavanger

Two station locations are possible:
-

one central located.

-

one more remote in an expanding shopping center.

-

End-to-end station.

-

Alignment connects to the present station location.

Figure 88 The Coastal route. Only D2 is possible.
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Osøyro/Os
The population in Os area is 17 000 people. Due to its proximity, with only 30 km to Bergen,
Os is a municipality with a lot of commuters. Today the commuters go to Bergen (46%) and
Flesland with express busses and private cars. In 2006, Os had a daily out-commuting of
3000 people. Bergen Airport Flesland is reached in 40 minutes by car. The airport serves both
international and national flights.
Os will be too far away from the HSR system to connect to the railway. But due to its strategic
location, with closeness to Bergen but also other communities in the region, it would be
possible to have some sort of station in Osøyro, i.e. a regional train to Bergen.

Figure 89 Osøyro. No suggested station.
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Figure 90 Osøyro, far away from the route.
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Stord/Leirvik
Stord municipality has about 17 600 inhabitants. The industry is well established and consists
mainly of activity is the supply of oil and gas – mostly field development but also technology
development, operation, maintenance and modifications. The basis for settlement in the
region has been off shore and maritime activities, mechanical industry, farming and high
technology. Stord has a university college, HSH. The coastal road (E39) passes over Stord
and has well developed ferry-, bus connections and an airport Stord Airport.
Due to “Trekantssambandet” (2001) – two hang bridges and a tunnel (Bømlafjordtunneln) –
the island municipalities Stord, Bømlo and Sveio are connected with the mainland. In the north
they are connected by ferry lines..
With the strategic location at the west coast and also in the center of the city, Leirvik has a
strategic location. Two locations are possible, one under the city center, giving good access to
both the city center and the harbor. The other one is above ground further north of the city
center. This location could support a densification of the community. The station location will
be of type Center and with a station design C2.

Figure 91 Leirvik
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Figure 92 Leirvik at the D2 alignment
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Haugesund
The population in Haugesund is 34 000 people. The majority of the people live in the center of
the community. Haugesund region has about 100 000 inhabitants. The biggest industries in
Haugesund are within shipping, electronics, metal industry, commerce, gas and computer
science. Haugesund airport is about 10km from Haugesund city. The highway E 134 starting
in Haugesund leads to Oslo and E39 14km out of Haugesund leads to Bergen and Stavanger.
E 39 is the coastal high way. There are several ferries and boats going to Stavanger, Bergen,
Utsira etc.
Haugesund is an important regional center. The suggested northern station location is in a
tunnel underneath the city center, enabling a very central station close to e.g. hospital and
university. It would be a station location type Center and a station design C4. The southern
location is in an area of ongoing expansion with shopping and workplaces and could
contribute to the areas future growth. The station location is a type Outside and a possible
Center in a longer perspective. The station design is C2.

Figure 93 Haugesund with two possible station locations.
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Figure 94 Haugesund with two possible station locations at the D2 alignment.
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Stavanger
Stavanger is one of Norways largest markets and one of the three end-to-end stations in HSR
system. The station location is a type A and station design C1.

Figure 95 Stavanger
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Figure 96 Stavanger at the D2 alignment
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